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THE COHOMOLOGY OF AN ISOSPECTRAL FLOW1

DAVID FRIED

ABSTRACT. Building on work of Tomei, we compute the cohomology of the

manifold of real symmetric tridiagonal matrices with distinct fixed eigenval-

ues. The proof uses the global dynamical properties of the Toda flow on this

isospectral manifold.

In this note we will extend some results of Tomei on the topology of the space M

of real symmetric tridiagonal n x n matrices with fixed eigenvalues Ai > • • • > An

[T]. Tomei proved M is a closed smooth manifold of dimension d — n — 1, that M

is covered by Rd, and he computed its Euler characteristic: we will compute the

cohomology of M. For the corresponding results for the (homogeneous) space of

all real symmetric nx n matrices with fixed spectrum see [B, BS, HPT].

We will make use of the Toda flow on M. For a matrix L let B(L) be the

skew symmetric matrix that agrees with L above the diagonal. The Lax equation

L = [B(L),L] defines an isospectral flow on the space of n x n matrices. The Toda

flow ft is obtained by restricting to M. Tomei calculated x(M) by applying the

Poincaré-Hopf theorem to the Toda vector field. He showed that <pt is stationary

at precisely the n! diagonal matrices diag(Aff(i),..., Ax(n)) = P(tt), say, where it

is a permutation of {1,... , n}. He also showed that P(n) is hyperbolic with one

unstable eigenvalue for each j with ir(j) < tr(j + 1). This shows that the number

of stationary points P(n) with unstable dimension u(n) = i is the Euler number

( ¿+i )»* = 0,... ,d. We will show that this is also the ith Betti number of M ?

Our results are based on the global behavior of <pt. The unstable manifolds

Wu(w) of the P(it) are Euclidean spaces: we will show that their closures Cu{k)

are closed u(7r)-dimensional submanifolds of M that can be arranged to form a

spherical complex (see [G]). It follows that these Cu(tt) are an integral basis for

i7,(M;Z). Indeed for any coefficient group G, Hi(M\G) and Hl(M;G) are the

direct sum of (i?1) copies of G.

A dual complex is obtained by using C (n) = the closure of the unstable manifold

W°(tt) of P(it). The full cohomology ring of M can be determined geometrically by

intersecting a certain finite class of submanifolds that include the Cu(rc) and C(n).

One sees easily that H*M is generated by HlM. We also obtain a presentation

for 7TiM in which each relation is a commutator or a product of two commutators.

Of course since M is aspherical, all our cohomology computations give the group

cohomology of ttiM.
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We recall the known dynamics of <pt- Let o¿ = L¿¿ be the diagonal coordinates

on M, i — 1,..., n, and 6¿ = Li¿+i the off-diagonal ones, i = 1,..., d. The flow <pt

is given by the equations (bo = bn = 0)

a'i = 2(bf - b2t_x),        br = 6,(al+1 - a*).

Observe that sgn(6¿) is constant on solutions and that F(L) = J27=i(n ~ 0°i 1S

strictly increasing along nonstationary solutions.

Taking all 6¿ > 0, we can use Flaschka's coordinate change

ak = -\yk,        h = Ie(xk-xt+1)/2

to convert the equations to the form (xr, = — oo, xn+i = +oo)

xk = eXk-1~Xk -eXk'Xk+1,        fc=l,...,n.

This is the finite Toda lattice of exponentially interacting mass points on the real

line interacting under the Hamiltonian

jt=i    fc=i

It is well known that the solution <pt converges as t —> +00 to

P(7r+)=diag(A1,A2,...,An)

and as t —► —00 to

P(tt~) =diag(An,...,Ai)

(see [M] but note that the notation is different than that of [T], which we have

followed).

Now consider an arbitrary L G M. We will show

PROPOSITION 1.   There are tt\, it]] G 5n with <ptL -* P(ttf) as t -* ±00.

To begin, let Z(L) C {1,..., d} be those i for which 6¿ = 0. Partition {1,..., n}

into \Z(L)\ + 1 intervals [a,ß] with ß 6 Z(L) U {n}, a - 1 e Z(L) U {0}. Then L

decomposes as a direct sum L = 0 La%ß where each La>ß is tridiagonal with nonzero

subdiagonal entries. We order Spec(LQi/a) c {Ai,..., An} in an increasing way and

define ir = n£ G Sn by {A7r(Q),..., Aw(/3)} = Spec(La,0), tt(o) < < it(ß). We

define 7r = 7r¿ G Sn by reversing the order in each interval: {A^(Q),..., ^(ß)} =

Spec(LQi/3), it{ß) <      < it(a).

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. Note that the equations decouple into \Z(L)\ + 1

independent systems of the same sort. This reduces to the case when all 6¿ ̂  0.

If all bi > 0, we are done. But there is an involution of the flow ¡pt that reverses

the signs of a prescribed set of 6¿ and leaves the a¿ and the other 6¿ unchanged

(these involutions were the key to Tomei's description of M). So one can always

reduce to the case b¿ > 0. Since the involutions fix all the stationary points of ipt,

the result follows.    Q.E.D.

We next describe the sets Cu(w), tt g Sn. Given tt, we partition {1,..., n} into

the maximal intervals [7,6} on which n is decreasing, say 7i,..., Im-, m~ = m~(n),

and we denote this partition by D~(tt). Also given I C {1,... ,n} we write Mi for

the manifold M associated to the A,, i G 7.
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PROPOSITION 2.   Cu(tt) = Mh x • • • x M/m_ C M, Ij G D~(n).

PROOF. Say L G Wu(w), so it = n£. The partition determined by Z(L) refines

D~(it). Thus Wu(ir) lies in the indicated product, hence so does its closure.

The opposite inclusion follows by perturbing the summands L^j, [f,6] = Ij, so

that its subdiagonal entries are nonzero. This perturbed L lies in Wu(tt).    Q.E.D.

Clearly the flow <pt on Cu(7r) is the product of the Toda flows in each factor

M^; i.e., there is no coupling.

Of course the Cs(7r) have a corresponding description. Partition {1,... ,n} into

Ji,... ,Jm+, m+ = m+(7r), where J¿ are the maximal intervals on which it is

increasing. Then one has C9 (it) = Mj1 x • • • x Mj + .

We now study the spherical cell complex on M. We defer the proof of the

following technical fact. Bd denotes the closed unit ball in Rd.

PROPOSITION 3.   There is a map Bd -» M with int Bd = Wu(n+).

Let X = M - Wu(tt+) C {L\bi---bd = 0}. Then Proposition 3 says M is

obtained from X by gluing on a d-cell. By [T] dim X — d — 1 and Hd(X; Z) = Z,

so this cell must be attached in a homologically trivial way, i.e., dBd -»Xis zero

on 77d_i. For each n it follows that Cu(7r) = Mi1 x • • • x M/m_ is obtained from

Xw = Cu(tt) — ̂ "(Tr) by attaching a top-dimensional cell in a homologically trivial

way.

Now order Sn linearly so that irx < tt2 => F(P(nx)) > F(P(ir2))- Then

7Ti < 7T2 => Wu(ttx) is disjoint from W'faz). (Such orderings arise naturally in

Smale's study of Axiom A systems [S] : one says that ipt is an Axiom A flow with

Q finite and no cycles.) Then Xv C U^*-' Cu(7r') for all w. It follows that M

is a spherical cell complex with open cells the unstable manifolds Wu(n), and all

attaching maps trivial on homology. Thus the homology and cohomology of M are

as stated previously.

It was critical for the above that M be oriented: this can be seen differently by

regarding M as a level set of the characteristic polynomial map

symmetric tridiagonal 1        f monic polynomials of 1

n x n matrices       J       \ degree n J

and applying the implicit function theorem. Since both domain and range are

oriented, any regular level set is oriented too. This even shows that M is stably

parallelizable and also that M is independent of the choice of A¿'s.

We now consider the cases d < 3. For d = 1, <pt is the north pole-south pole

flow on S1. For d — 2, M is a genus 2 surface divided by the curves 6i = 0, 62 = 0

into four hexagons with <pt as shown in Figure 1. Our spherical complex structure

is also indicated: one should attach the e¿ in order, then the 2-cell. Note also the

action of Z2 by reflections.

For d = 3, M/Z2 is an orbifold obtained from the truncated octahedron by

mirroring all the faces with dihedral angles 90°. The boundary of this orbifold can

be represented by a planar graph with ipt acting on the edges as shown in Figure 2.

The highest point is the source and the exterior quadrilateral and the highest two

hexagons lie in its repelling basin. The other eleven 2-cells are of the form Cu(tt)/Z^

and correspond to our basis for H2(M; Z) = H1(M; Z). Each 2-cell represents a

surface embedded in M, quadrilaterals corresponding to tori (the product of two

{
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Figure 1. d = 2

Figure 2. d = 3

d = l'a), hexagons to genus 2 surfaces (d = 2). These 14 surfaces satisfy three

independent homologies arising from the regions 72¿ = {6¿ > 0} by setting d72j = 0.

The quadrilaterals/tori are related using R2; the hexagons/genus 2 surfaces use Rx,

R3. Each of these relations expresses one of the surfaces containing the source in

terms of our basis.

Each edge in the graph represents an embedded circle in M. Each 2-cell con-

tributes two relations, each asserting that the sum over alternate sides vanishes. A

hexagon, for instance, corresponds to a genus 2 surface whose top half and front

half give two homologies, each involving three circles. These relations enable edges

near the source to be expressed in terms of those nearer the sink and eventually in

terms of our basis of 11 generators.

Corresponding behavior holds for any d. Tomei produces a convex polytope

in Rd homeomorphic to M/Z2.  The ¿-cells in this polytope correspond to the i-
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dimensional connected submanifolds E¿ of M that arise as components of the sets

defined by setting d — i b/s equal to zero. Such components are determined by

allocating eigenvalues to the various matrix blocks, and each is a product of lower

dimensional M's (cf. the tori that arise for d = 3).

The (d — l)-cells satisfy d homologies arising from the boundaries of the sets

where 6, > 0. These enable the (d — l)-manifolds passing through the source to be

expressed in terms of the remaining ones, which are of the form Cu(n), hence in our

basis for Hd^xM. Applying such relations to the E¿'s inside the E¿+i's expresses

them in terms of the most downstream ones, the Cu(n) in our basis.

With this procedure in mind, one sees how to compute the Poincaré duals of our

basis: Cu(n) is dual to Cs(7t), and this can be expressed in terms of Cu(7r')'s.

The cup product structure on H*M is also evident now. One forms the cup

product of basis elements £ G H1 M, n G WM by intersecting the corresponding

cells of dimension d—i, d—j to obtain either a d—i—j cell or some lower dimensional

cell: the latter counts zero, and a d — i — j cell is expressible in terms of our basis

for Ht+3M. Of course, to determine the sign of the cup product, one must keep

track of orientations.

Since every cell of dimension < d is an intersection of (d — l)-cells (set the bj = 0

separately), we see that H*M is generated by 1-dimensional classes. Indeed it has a

presentation with one generator fa for each (d — l)-cell a, one linear relation in the

£a obtained from setting dRi equal to zero for each i — 1,..., d, and one quadratic

relation £0 U &, = 0 for each disjoint pair a, &. To see that these relations determine

H*M, we show that the algorithm of pushing cells downstream into our basis only

uses such relations. But each Ei+i can be written as the intersection of the Ed_i's

containing it and by then intersecting with the linear relation dRj = 0 for each j

one gets all the linear relations amongst the E¿ C E¿+i used in the algorithm.

Finally we consider nxM = H. In building our spherical complex, a 2-cell is

either a torus, in which case the fundamental group acquires a relation that is

a commutator, or a genus 2 surface, for which the relation is a product of two

commutators. So H has a presentation of greatest possible efficiency (fewest gen-

erators, fewest relations) in which all relations are commutators or products of two

commutators.

The function F — ¿~2(ñ — *)°« i8 Morse [T]. Our homology computation shows

that it is a perfect Morse function, i.e., has as many critical points as the homology

requires.

We summarize our results in

THEOREM. The unstable manifolds of stationary points for the Toda flow are

the open cells of a spherical complex structure on M. Their closures are smooth

manifolds. For any ring R, these form a free basis for 77* (M; R), with n! elements

("t1) in each dimension i.

The manifolds obtained by setting certain 6¿ = 0 and taking components corre-

spond to the cells in Tomei's polytope C. They can be expressed in terms of our

preferred basis by iterated use of relations arising from the bounded regions with

certain 6¿ = 0 and one 6¿ > 0. This determines the ring structure

H'(M) = (ia G H1 (M)|£0 U ib = 0 ifa,b disjoint; dRi = 0).
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The fundamental group nxM = H has a presentation with dim 771 (77) generators

and dim H2(H) relations.

We end by proving Proposition 3. Consider the regular cell complex for the

universal cover M of M constructed by Tomei. The source of <pt lifts to a vertex

v G M whose open star is the lift of the unstable manifold of the source. The closed

star of v is a ball of dimension d obtained by reflecting the polytope around v to

all 2d positions. Projecting back into M proves the proposition.
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